RELIVE THE EXPERIENCE

InfoComm® 2020 Connected may be over but that doesn't mean it has to end. You still have access to the platform until August 21. Rewatch your favorite sessions, catch up on anything you missed, and continue browsing through the exhibitor list whenever you'd like, as often as you'd like.

LOG IN NOW

TOP 3 SESSIONS TO WATCH (OR WATCH AGAIN)

**Higher Education Session with EUNIS and SCHOMS: Learning and Teaching in a Distributed Environment**

Look at award-winning examples of hybrid and distance learning and talk about how universities across Europe are adapting their existing technologies in the face of the COVID-19 pandemic.

WATCH NOW
Building Impactful Experiences — Fusing Space, Technology & Content

Join ANC to learn about real-life examples of projects and processes behind them — Philadelphia's Wells Fargo Center, Cleveland's Rocket Mortgage FieldHouse, and Pier 17 at New York City’s South Street Seaport District — all of which illustrate the importance of these collaborations, and the benefit of having a turnkey partner throughout the entire idea to execution process.

WATCH NOW


The AV industry has the knowledge, skills, and experience to build a better normal that connects us all. Only the AV industry can bring virtual engagements into the physical space to combine the best of both. As we learn, we change the way people experience the world together and we make that a change for good.

WATCH NOW

All sessions are now "on demand" and no longer eligible for CTS® RUs.

See AVIXA's COVID-19 statement.